A minor-model of a graph H in a graph G is a subgraph of G that can be contracted to H. We prove that for a positive integer and a nonempty planar graph H with at least ´1 connected components, there exists a function f H, : N Ñ R satisfying the property that every graph G with a family of vertex subsets Z1, . . . , Zm contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint minor-models of H each intersecting at least sets among prescribed vertex sets, or a vertex subset of size at most f H, pkq that meets all such minor-models of H. This function f H, is independent with the number m of given sets, and thus, our result generalizes Mader's S-path Theorem, by applying " 2 and H to be the one-vertex graph. We prove that such a function f H, does not exist if H consists of at most ´2 connected components.
Introduction
A class C of graphs is said to have the Erdős-Pósa property if there exists a function f satisfying the following property: for every graph G and a positive integer k, either G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to a graph in C or a vertex set T of size at most f pkq such that G´T has no subgraph isomorphic to a graph in C. Erdős and Pósa [4] showed that the class of all cycles has the Erdős-Pósa property. Later, several variations of cycles having the Erdős-Pósa property have been investigated; for instance, directed cycles [15] , long cycles [5, 12, 16] , cycles intersecting a prescribed vertex set [8, 13, 7] , and holes [9] . We refer to a survey of the Erdős-Pósa property by Raymond and Thilikos [14] for more examples.
This property has been extended to a class of graphs that contains some fixed graph as a minor. A minor-model function of a graph H in a graph G is a function η with the domain V pHq Y EpHq, where
• for every v P V pHq, ηpvq is a non-empty connected subgraph of G, all pairwise vertex-disjoint
• for every edge e of H, ηpeq is an edge of G, all distinct
• for every edge e " uv of H, if u ‰ v then ηpeq has one end in V pηpuqq and the other in V pηpvqq; and if u " v, then ηpeq is an edge of G with all ends in V pηpvqq.
We call the image of such a function an H-minor-model in G, or shortly an Hmodel in G. We remark that an H-model is not necessarily a minimal subgraph that admits a minor-model function from H. For instance, when H is the onevertex graph, any connected subgraph is an H-model. As an application of Grid Minor Theorem, Robertson and Seymour [16] proved that the class of all H-models has the Erdős-Pósa property if and only if H is planar. Another remarkable result on packing and covering objects in a graph is Mader's S-path Theorem [10] . Mader's S-path Theorem states that for a family S of vertex subsets of a graph G, G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint paths connecting two distinct sets in S, or a vertex subset of size at most 2k´2 that meets all such paths. An interesting point of this theorem is that the number of sets in S does not affect on the bound 2k´2. A simplified proof was later given by Schrijver [19] .
In this paper, we generalize Robertson and Seymour's theorem on the Erdős-Pósa property of H-models and Mader's S-path Theorem together. For a graph G and a multiset Z of vertex subsets of G, the pair pG, Zq is called a rooted graph. For a positive integer and a family Z of vertex subsets, an H-model F is called an pH, Z, q-model if there are at least distinct sets Z of Z that contains a vertex of F . A vertex set S of G is called an pH, Z, q-deletion set if G´S has no pH, Z, q-models. For a graph G, we denote by ccpGq the number of connected components of G.
We completely classify when the class of pH, Z, q-models has the Erdős-Pósa property. Theorem 1.1. For a positive integer and a non-empty planar graph H with ccpHq ě ´1, there exists f H, : N Ñ R satisfying the following property. Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph and k be a positive integer. Then G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models in G, or an pH, Z, q-deletion set of size at most f H, pkq.
If ccpHq ď ´2, then such a function f H, does not exist.
Together with the result of Robertson and Seymour [16] on H-models, we can reformulate as follows. Theorem 1.2. The class of pH, Z, q-models has the Erdős-Pósa property if and only if H is planar and ccpHq ě ´1.
By setting Z " tV pGqu and " 1, Theorem 1.1 contains the Erdős-Pósa property of H-models. We point out that the size of a deletion set in Theorem 1.1 does not depend on the number of given prescribed vertex sets in Z. Thus it generalizes Mader's S-path Theorem, when H is the one-vertex graph and " 2.
Here we give one example showing that the class of pH, Z, q-models does not satisfy the Erdős-Pósa property when H is planar, but consists of at most ´2 connected components. Let " 3 and H be a connected graph. Let G be an pnˆnq-grid with sufficiently large n, and let Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 be the set of all vertices in the first column, the first row, and the last column, respectively, except corner vertices. See Figure 1 . One can observe that there cannot exist two H-models in G meeting all of Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 because H is connected. On the other hand, we may increase the minimum size of an pH, tZ 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 u, q-deletion set as much as we can, by taking a sufficiently large grid. In Section 6, we will generalize this argument for all pairs H and with ccpHq ď ´2.
We remark that Bruhn, Joos, and Schaudt [2] considered labelled-minors and provided a characterization for 2-connected labelled graphs H where Hmodels intersecting a given set have the Erdős-Pósa property. However, their minor-models are minimal subgraphs containing a graph H as a minor. So the context is slightly different.
One of the main tools to prove Theorem 1.1 is the rooted variant of Grid Minor Theorem (Theorem 3.1). Note that just a large grid model may not contain many pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models. We investigate a proper notion, called a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model, which contains many disjoint pH, Z, qmodels. Briefly, we show that every graph with a large grid model contains a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model, or a separation of small order separating most of sets of Z from the given grid model. Previously, Marx, Seymour, and Wollan [11] proved a similar result with one prescribed vertex set. The previous result was stated in terms of tangles [18] , but we state in an elementary way without using tangles. The advantage of our formulation is that we do not need to define a relative tangle at each time, in the induction step.
In Section 4, we introduce a pure pH, Z, q-model that consists of a minimal set of connected components of an pH, Z, q-model intersecting sets of Z. A formal definition can be found in the beginning of Section 4. Note that in a pure pH, Z, q-model, each component has to intersect a set of Z, while in an ordinary pH, Z, q-model, a component does not necessarily intersect a set of Z. Because of this property, when we have a separation pA, Bq where B´V pAq contains few sets of Z but contains a large grid, we may find an irrelevant vertex to reduce the instance. Starting from this observation, we will obtain the Erdős-Pósa property for pure pH, Z, q-models (Theorem 4.1).
In Section 5, we obtain the Erdős-Pósa property for pH, Z, )-models, using the result for pure pH, Z, q-models. An observation is that every pH, Z, qmodel contains a pure pH, Z, q-model, by taking components that essentially Figure 1 : There are no two pairwise vertex-disjoint H-models meeting all of
hits sets of Z. So, any deletion set for pure pH, Z, q-models hits all pH, Z, qmodels as well. When we have a situation that a given graph has large grid model (with a proper separation) and k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, q-models, we complete these models to pH, Z, q-models, by taking rest components from the large grid model. This will complete the argument for Erdős-Pósa property of pH, Z, q-models.
Preliminaries
All graphs in this paper are simple, finite and undirected. For a graph G, we denote by V pGq and EpGq the vertex set and the edge set of G, respectively. For S Ď V pGq, we denote by GrSs the subgraph of G induced by S. For S Ď V pGq and v P V pGq, let G´S be the graph obtained by removing all vertices in S, and let G´v :" G´tvu. For two graphs G and H, we define G X H as the graph on the vertex set V pGq X V pHq and the edge set EpGq X EpHq, and define G Y H analogously. A separation of order k in a graph G is a pair pA, Bq of subgraphs of G such that A Y B " G, EpAq X EpBq " H, and |V pA X Bq| " k. For two disjoint vertex subsets A and B of a graph G, we say that A is complete to B if for every vertex v of A and every vertex w of B, v is adjacent to w.
For a positive integer n, let rns :" t1, . . . , nu. For two positive integers m and n with m ď n, let rm, ns :" tm, . . . , nu. For a set A, we denote by 2
A the set of all subsets of A.
For positive integers g and h, the pgˆhq-grid is the graph on the vertex set tv i,j : i P rgs, j P rhsu where v i,j and v i 1 ,j 1 are adjacent if and only if |i´i 1 |`|j´j 1 | " 1. For each i P rgs, we call tv i,1 , . . . , v i,h u the i-th row of G, and define its columns similarly. We denote by G g the pgˆgq-grid graph, and for a positive integer , we denote by ¨G g the disjoint union of copies of pgˆgq-grid graphs.
A graph is planar if it can be embedded on the plane without crossing edges. A graph H is a minor of G if H can be obtained from a subgraph of G by contracting edges. It is well known that H is a minor of G if and only if G has an H-model.
Operations on multisets.
A multiset is a set with allowing repeatition of elements. In particular, for a rooted graph pG, Zq, we consider Z as a multiset. For a multiset Z, we denote by ||Z|| the number of sets in Z, which counts elements with multiplicity, and does not count a possible empty set. For example, ||tA, B, B, C, C, Hu|| " 5. Note that for an ordinary set A, we use |A| for the size of a set A in a usual meaning.
Let Z be a multiset of subsets of a set A. For a subset B of A, we define Z| B :" tX X B : X P Zu and ZzB :" tXzB : X P Zu. For convenience, when pG, Zq is a rooted graph and H is a subgraph of G, we write Z| H :" Z| V pHq and ZzH :" ZzV pHq.
Tree-width. A tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair pT, Bq of a tree T and a family B " tB t u tPV pT q of vertex sets B t Ď V pGq, called bags, satisfying the following three conditions:
(T2) For every edge uv of G, there exists a vertex t of T such that tu, vu Ď B t .
(T3) For t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 P V pT q, B t1 X B t3 Ď B t2 whenever t 2 is on the path from t 1 to t 3 .
The width of a tree-decomposition pT, Bq is maxt|B t |´1 : t P V pT qu. The tree-width of G, denoted by twpGq, is the minimum width over all treedecompositions of G. Robertson and Seymour [16] showed that every graph of sufficiently large tree-width contains a big grid model.
Grid minor-models. In the course of Graph Minors Project, Robertson and Seymour [16] showed that every graph with sufficiently large tree-width contains a large grid as a minor. Our result is also based on this theorem. Theorem 2.1 (Grid Minor Theorem [16] ). For all g ě 1, there exists κpgq ě 1 such that every graph of tree-width at least κpgq contains a minor isomorphic to G g ; in other words, it contains a G g -model.
The original function κpgq due to Roberson and Seymour was a tower of exponential functions. Chuznoy [3] recently announced that κpgq can be taken to be Opg 19 poly log gq. This polynomial bound gives a polynomial bound on the function f in Theorem 1.1. We also use a known result that if H is planar and n ě 14|V pHq| ě 2|V pHq|`4|EpHq|, then G n contains an H-model [17] .
Suppose that a graph G contains a G n -model. When we remove k vertices contained in the model, we can take a G n´k -model in a special way. The following lemma describes how we can take a smaller grid model. Lemma 2.2. Let n ą k ě 0. Let G be a graph having a G n -model H with a model function η, and let S Ď V pGq with |S| " k. Then G´S contains a G n´k -model contained in H such that it contains all rows and columns of H that does not contain a vertex of S.
Proof. Let i 1 ă i 2 ă¨¨¨ă i a be the set of indices of all rows of H that do not contain a vertex of S. Similarly, let j 1 ă j 2 ă¨¨¨ă j b be the set of indices of all columns of H that do not contain a vertex of S. Clearly, a ě n´k and b ě n´k. Let i 0 " j 0 " 0.
We define that for x P ras and y P rbs, These vertex-models with edges crossing between those models in G n induce a G a,b -model such that it contains all rows and columns of H that does not contain a vertex of S. By merging consecutive columns or rows if necessary, it also induces a G n´k -model.
Finding a rooted grid model
In this section, we introduce a grid model with some additional conditions, called a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model. The advantage of this notion is that for a planar graph H with at least ´1 connected components, every pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of sufficiently large order always contains many vertex-disjoint pH, Z, qmodels.
Let pG, Z " tZ i : i P rmsuq be a rooted graph. For a positive integer k, a vertex set tw i : i P rnsu in G is said to admit a pZ, kq-partition if there exist a partition L 1 , . . . , L x of tw i : i P rnsu and an injection γ : rxs Ñ rms such that for each i P rxs, |L i | ď k and L i Ď Z γpiq . For positive integer g, k, with g ě k , we define a model function of a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of order g as a model function η of G g such that for each i P rk s, V pηpv 1,icontains a vertex w i and tw i : i P rk su admits a pZ, kq-partition. We call w 1 , . . . , w k the root vertices of the model. The image of such a model η is called a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of order g. A pH, k, q-rooted grid model of order g is just a model of G g .
We prove the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let g, k, , and n be positive integers with g ě k and n ě gpk
(1) a separation pA, Bq of order less than kp ´||ZzA||q where ||ZzA|| ď ´1 and B´V pAq contains a G n´|V pAXBq| -model, or (2) a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of order g.
To prove Theorem 3.1, we prove a related variation of Menger's theorem. For positive integers k and n, a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint paths P 1 , . . . , P n from Ť ZPZ Z to Y is called a pZ, Y, kq-linkage of order n if the set of all end vertices of P 1 , . . . , P n in Ť ZPZ Z admits a pZ, kq-partition. Proof. Let Z :" tZ i : i P rmsu. We obtain a graph G 1 from G as follows:
• for each i P rms, add a vertex set W i of size k and make W i complete to
It is not hard to observe that if there are k pairwise vertex-disjoint paths from
Thus, by Menger's theorem, we may assume that there is a separation pC, Dq in G 1 of order less than k with Ť iPrms W i Ď V pCq and Y Ď V pDq. We claim that there is a separation pA, Bq described in (1) .
If Z j zV pCq ‰ H for some j P rms, then one vertex of Z j is contained in V pDqzV pCq, and thus, W j should be contained in V pDq as W j is complete to Z j . Since pC, Dq has order less than k , we have ||ZzC|| ď ´1.
Moreover, for every j with Z j zV pCq ‰ H, all vertices of W j are contained in V pC X Dq, because Ť iPrms W i Ď V pCq. Thus, if we take a restriction pC X G, D X Gq of pC, Dq on G, then at least k||ZzC|| vertices are removed from the separator V pC X Dq. So, pC X G, D X Gq is a separation in G of order less than kp ´||ZzpC X Gq||qq such that Y Ď V pD X Gq and ||ZzpC X Gq|| " ||ZzC|| ď ´1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Z :" tZ i : i P rmsu and H be the given G n -model with a model function η. We say that the image Ť vPR ηpvq of a column R of G n is a column of H. We will mark a set of columns of H and use a constructive sequence of unmarked columns to construct the required grid model in (2). Claim 1. For t ď n k , G contains a separation described in (1) or a sequence pP 1 , R 1 q, . . . , pP t , R t q where
• P i is a pZ, T, kq-linkage of order k for some set T of k vertices contained in pairwise distinct columns of R i ,
• for every column R R Ť iPrts R i , none of the paths in
Proof. We inductively find a sequence pP 1 , R 1 q, . . . , pP t , R t q if a separation described in (1) does not exist. Suppose that there is such a sequence
Choose a set R of k arbitrary columns not in Ť iPr ´1s R i . Such a set of columns exists as n ě tk . We choose k vertices from distinct columns of R, and say T . By Proposition 3.2, G contains a separation pA, Bq of order less than kp ´||ZzA||q where T Ď V pBq and ||ZzA|| ď ´1, or a pZ, T, kq-linkage of order k in G.
Suppose the former separation exists. By Lemma 2.2, G´V pAXBq contains a G n´|V pAXBq| -model H 1 , such that it contains all rows and columns of H that does not contain a vertex of A X B. Note that |V pA X Bq| ă k " |T |.
Since we have chosen T from k distinct columns of H, H contains a column that contains a vertex of T but does not contain a vertex of A X B. Thus, this column is contained in H 1 . It implies that H 1 is contained in B´V pAq. As |V pA X Bq| ă k , it follows that pA, Bq is a separation described in (1), a contradiction.
Therefore, G contains a pZ, T, kq-linkage P of order k . To guarantee the last condition of the claim, pick a path P P P, and if possible, shorten it such that its new second end vertex is in a column not in Ť iPrt´1s R i and this column is different from where the second end vertices of the other paths in P are. We perform such shortenings as long as possible. If it is not possible to shorten anymore, then we let P t " P and R t to be the set of columns where the second end vertices of the paths in P are. Now, it is clear that the paths in P t do not visit any column not in
. . , pP k , R k q be a sequence given by Claim 1. Since n ě gpk 2 2`1 q`k , there exists p with k ď p ď n´g such that for every 1 ď i ď g, the pp`iq-th column is not in R. Let
Let G 1 be the graph obtained from G by deleting DzX and contracting the set ηpv i,p`1 q to a vertex w i,p`1 for each i P rk `1, 2k s. Let W :" tw i,p`1 : i P rk `1, 2k su and
Claim 2. There is no separation pA, Bq in G 1 of order less than kp ´||Z 1 zA||q such that W Ď V pBq and ||Z 1 zA|| ď ´1.
Proof.
Assume that there is such a separation pA, Bq in G 1 . Since the sets of columns R 1 , . . . , R k are disjoint and |V pA X Bq| ă k , there is an integer 1 ď s ď k such that V pA X Bq is disjoint from all of columns in R s . First suppose that all of columns in R s are contained in B´V pAq. Since |V pA X Bq| ď kp ´||Z 1 zA||q´1, among the paths in P s , there are k||Z 1 zA||`1 paths fully contained in B´V pAq. On the other hand, by the definition of pZ, T, kq-linkages, the set of all end vertices of paths in P s on the vertex set Ť ZPZ Z admits a pZ, kq-partition, that is, • there exist a partition L 1 , . . . , L x of the end vertices in Ť iPrms Z i and an injection γ : rxs Ñ rms where for each i P rxs,
From the condition that each L i has size at most k, at least ||Z 1 zA||`1 paths of P s are fully contained in B´V pAq and have end vertices in pairwise distinct sets of tL i : i P rxsu. It means that ||Z 1 zA|| ě ||Z 1 zA||`1, which is a contradiction. We conclude that there is a column R in R s that is contained in A´V pBq.
We observe that there are k vertex-disjoint paths from R to W in G 1 . If R is the i-th column of H for some i ď p, then we can simply use paths from pk `1q-th, . . ., p2k q-th rows. Assume that R is the i-th column where i ě p`1. Then for each t P rk s, we construct an t-th path such that it starts in ηpv t,i q, goes to ηpv t,p`t´k q then goes to ηpv 2k `1´t,p`t´k q, and then terminates in w 2k `1´t,p`1 . This is possible because p ě k . One of these k paths is disjoint from V pA X Bq, hence there is a vertex of W in V pAqzV pBq, contradicting the assumption that W Ď V pBq. ♦ Therefore, by Proposition 3.2, G 1 contains a pZ 1 , W, kq-linkage P of order k . Let η 1 be a model of G g where η 1 pv i,j q " ηpv k `i,pl`j q. This model can be extended by the paths in P, and it satisfies the conditions of the required model.
We show that every sufficiently large pZ, k, q-rooted grid model contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models. Lemma 3.3. Let k, , and h be positive integers. Every rooted graph pG, Zq having a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of order k ph`2q`1 contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ¨G h , Z, q-models. Moreover, if ě 2, then G contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint pp ´1q¨G h , Z, q-models.
The usefulness of the pZ, kq-partition is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let pG, Z " tZ 1 ,¨¨¨, Z m uq be a rooted graph. Every pZ, kqpartition of a vertex set tw 1 , . . . , w k u admits a partition I 1 , . . . , I k of the index set t1, . . . , k u such that for each j P rks,
• there is an injection β j : I j Ñ rms where for each i P I j , w i is contained in Z βj piq , and
• there are two integers a j , b j P I j with a j ă b j where there is no integer c in Ť iPrj,ks I i with a j ă c ă b j .
Proof. We inductively find such a partition I 1 , . . . , I k of tw 1 , . . . , w k u. If k " 1, then by the definition of a pZ, kq-partition, there is an injection γ : t1, . . . , u Ñ rms where for each i P r s, w i P Z γpiq . Thus, I 1 " t1, . . . , u satisfies the property. Let us assume that k ě 2, and let L 1 , . . . , L x be a partition of tw 1 , . . . , w k u and γ : rxs Ñ rms be an injection where for each i P rxs,
Let us choose a vertex set S of size from Ť jPrxs L j so that
• there are two vertices w p and w p`1 in S with consecutive indices.
If there is a set L i with |L i | " k, then we first choose two consecutive vertices where one is contained in L i and the other is not in L i , and then choose one vertex from each set L of tL 1 , . . . , L x u with |L| " k that are not selected before.
If there is no set L i with |L i | " k, then we choose any two consecutive vertices that are contained in two distinct sets of Z. Note that the number of selected vertices cannot be larger than . If necessary, by putting some vertices from sets of tL 1 , . . . , L x u which are not selected before, we can fill in S so that |S| " , there are two vertices with consecutive indices, and there is an injection β 1 from the index set of S to rms where for each w i P S, w i is contained in Z β1piq . By taking a restriction, we can obtain a partition L Proof of Lemma 3.3. We first construct k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ¨G h , Z, qimodels. Let η be the model function of the pZ, k, q-rooted grid model and let w 1 , . . . , w k be the root vertices of the model where w i P ηpv i,1 q for each i P rk s. By Lemma 3.4, there exists a partition I 1 , . . . , I k of rk s such that for each j P rks, 4 , Z, 2q-models using the three vertex-disjoint paths that connects two subgraphs in the same G i .
• |I j | " and there is an injection β j : I j Ñ rms where for each i P I j , w i is contained in Z βj piq , and
• there are two integers a, b P I j with a ă b where there is no integer c in Ť iPrj,ks I i with a ă c ă b.
For each j P rk s, we define a subgraph Q j of G k ph`2q`1 as
Ytv a,b : a P rk `2, k `1`hs, b P rk `1`hpj´1q, k `hjsus.
Note that each Q j consists of a path from a vertex of tw 1 , . . . , w k u to a G hmodel. See Figure 2 for an illustration. For each j P rks, let
It is not hard to observe that each G j is a p ¨G h , Z, q-model. Thus, we obtain k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ¨G h , Z, q-models. Now, we prove the second statement. Let us assume that ě 2. We first construct the subgraphs Q j in the same way. Then, for each j P rks, we add a path P j as follows:
then goes to v k `1`h`i,k `1`hpbj´1q , and then terminates in v k `1`h,k `1`hpbj´1q . Note that P 1 , . . . , P k are pairwise vertex-disjoint in G k ph`2q`1 because of the second condition of the partition I 1 , . . . , I
• for Z P αpiq, ηpV pH iX Z ‰ H,
• αp1q, . . . , αptq are pairwise disjoint and || Ť iPrts αpiq|| " .
A pure pH, Z, q-model can be seen as a minimal set of connected components of an pH, Z, q-model for intersecting at least sets of Z. Because of the second and third conditions, every pure pH, Z, q-model consists of the image of at most connected components of H. A pure pH, Z, q-model may be an pH, Z, q-model itself when H consists of ´1 or connected components.
In this section, we establish the Erdős-Pósa property for pure pH, Z, qmodels. The reason for using the pure pH, Z, q-models is that a procedure to find an irrelevant vertex in a graph of large tree-width works well for pure pH, Z, q-models. Later, we will argue how the problem for pH, Z, q-models can be reduced to the problem for pure pH, Z, q-models. Generally, it is possible that G has more than k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, q-models, even though it has no k vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models. So the relation is not very direct.
A vertex set S of G is called a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set if G´S has no pure pH, Z, q-models. 4.1 Erdős-Pósa property of pH, Z, q-models in graphs of bounded tree-width
When the underlying graph has bounded tree-width, every class of graphs with at most t connected components for some fixed t has the Erdős-Pósa property.
It follows from the Erdős-Pósa property of subgraphs in a tree consisting of at most d connected components for some fixed d, which was proved by Gyárfás and Lehel [6] . Later, the bound on a hitting set was improved by Berger [1] . (Berger [1] ). Let T be a tree and let k and d be positive integers. Let F be a set of d-subtrees of T . Then T contains either k pairwise vertexdisjoint subgraphs in F, or a vertex set S of size at most pd 2´d`1 qpk´1q such that T´S has no subgraphs in F. Proposition 4.3. Let k, h, , and w be positive integers and let H be a graph with h vertices. Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph with twpGq ď w. Then G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models, or an pH, Z, q-deletion set of size at most pw´1qph 2´h`1 qpk´1q. Furthermore, the same statement holds for pure pH, Z, q-models.
Proof. We first prove for usual pH, Z, q-models. Let H be the class of all pH, Z, q-models. Let pT, B :" tB t u tPV pTbe a tree-decomposition of G of width at most w. For v P V pGq, let Ppvq denote the set of the vertices t in T such that B t contains v. From the definition of tree-decompositions, for each v P V pGq, T rPpvqs is connected and for every edge xy in G, there exists B P B containing both x and y. It implies that for a connected subgraph F of G, T r Ť vPV pF q Ppvqs is connected. Let F be the family of sets Ť xPV pF q Ppxq for all F P H. Observe that for F 1 , F 2 P H where Ť xPV pF1q Ppxq and Ť xPV pF2q Ppxq are disjoint, F 1 and F 2 are vertex-disjoint. For a set S P F, T rSs consists of at most h connected components, which means that it is a h-subtree. So, if F contains k pairwise disjoint sets, then clearly, H contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint subgraphs of H in G. Thus, we may assume that there are no k pairwise disjoint subsets in F. Then by Theorem 4.2, T has a vertex set W of size at most ph 2´h`1 qph´1q such that W meets all sets in F. It implies that Ť tPW B t has at most pw1 qph 2´h`1 qpk´1q vertices and it meets all subgraphs in H. The same argument holds for pure pH, Z, q-models.
Reduction to graphs of bounded tree-width
Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph and H be a graph. Let τH pG, Z, q be the minimum size of a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set of G. A vertex v of G is called irrelevant for pure pH, Z, q-models if τH pG, Z, q " τH pG´v, Z, q. If there is no confuse from the context, then we shortly say that v is an irrelevant vertex.
In this subsection, we argue that for two simpler cases when G has large tree-width, one can obtain an irrelevant vertex. This will help to show base cases of Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.4. Let g, h, and be positive integers and x be a non-negative integer such that g ě px 2`1 4hx`2x`1qpx
2`1 q. Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph, and H be a non-empty planar graph with h vertices and ccpHq ě ´1, and pA, Bq be a separation in G of order at most x such that ||ZzA|| " 0 and B´V pAq contains a G g -model. Then there exists an irrelevant vertex for pure pH, Z, q-models.
Proof. We proceed it by induction on x. If x " 0, then a pure pH, Z, q-model cannot have a vertex of B´V pAq because every connected component of a pure pH, Z, q-model contains at least one vertex of Ť ZPZ Z. Thus, every vertex in B´V pAq is irrelevant. We may assume that x ě 1.
Let W :" V pA X Bq and x 1 :" Suppose that there is a separation pA
Thus, by induction hypothesis, G contains an irrelevant vertex. So, we may assume that B contains a ptW u, |W |, 1q-rooted grid model of order x 1 , say M . This means that there is a model function η 1 of G x 1 for M such that for i P r|W |s, V pη 1 pv 1,icontains a vertex of W . We choose a vertex w in V pη 1 pv x 1 ,x 1 qq. We show that w is an irrelevant vertex. To show this, it is sufficient to check τH pG, Z, q ď τH pG´w, Z, q. Let T be a pure pH, Z, qdeletion set of G´w. We claim that G contains a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set of size at most |T |. If G´T has no pure pH, Z, q-models, then we are done. We may assume that G´T has a pure pH, Z, q-model. Let T A :" T X V pAq and T B :" T X V pBq.
Let W 1 be a minimum size subset of W zT such that G´pT A Y W 1 q contains no pure pH, Z, q-models. Such a set exists, as G´pT A Y W q has no pure pH, Z, q-models. If |T zV pAq| ě |W 1 |, then T A Y W 1 is a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set of G of size at most |T 1 | ď |T |. So, we may assume that |T zV pAq| ď |W 1 |´1. We prove that G´pT Y twuq has a pure pH, Z, q-model, which yields a contradiction. Observe that for every i P r|W |`1, x 1 s, the i-th column of M does not contain a vertex of W . Since w is in the last column of M , there are at most x`14hq such that for each 1 ď i, j ď x`14h, the pp`iq-th row and the pq`jq-th column do not contain a vertex of T Y W Y twu. We will use the grid model induced by V pη 1 pv p`i,q`j qq's for 1 ď p ď x 1´p x`14hq and x ď q ď x 1´1´p x`14hq. Let G 1 be this subgraph. Now, we observe that there are |W | vertex-disjoint paths from W to ηptv p`1,q`1 uq, . . . , ηptv p`|W |,q`1 uq.
We construct an i-th path such that it starts in η 1 pv 1,i q X W , goes to η 1 pv p`1`|W |´i,i q, and then terminates in η 1 pv p`1`|W |´i,q`1 q. Among those paths, there are |W |´|T B | paths Q 1 , . . . , Q |W |´|T B | from W zT to G 1 avoiding T Y twu. Let C be the set of the end vertices of Q 1 , . . . , Q |W |´|T B | in W zT , and let C 1 :" pW zT qzC.
Since |C| " |W |´|T B | " |W zT |´|T zV pAq| ě |W zT |´p|W 1 |´1q,
. Therefore, by the choice of the set W 1 , G´pT A YC 1 q contains a pure pH, Z, q-model F containing w. Note that each connected component of F cannot be fully contained in B´V pAq because ||ZzA|| " 0. Thus F contains a connected component containing w and a vertex of A.
Let F
1 be the subgraph of F consisting of connected components fully contained in A´V pBq. Then there exist two disjoint sets Z 1 , Z 2 Ď Z and a proper subset C of the set of connected components of H such that
1 is a Hr Ť CPC V pCqs-model and V pF 1 q X Z ‰ H for all Z P Z 1 , and
Since C is a proper subset of the set of connected components of H, we can obtain an H 1 -model in G 1 where H 1 is a connected component of H that is not contained in C. Since all vertices of W zpT Y C 1 q are linked to G 1 by the paths Q 1 , . . . , Q |W |´|T B | , we have a pure pH, Z, q-model, which is contained in G´pT Y twuq. It contradicts our assumption that G´pT Y twuq has no pure pH, Z, q-model. ♦ Therefore, τH pG, Z, q ď τH pG´w, Z, q and we conclude that w is an irrelevant vertex.
If H is connected and " 2, then we further analyze the case when G has a separation pA, Bq with ||ZzA|| " 1. It will be needed for base cases. We remark that if H is connected, then pure pH, Z, 2q-models are just pH, Z, 2q-models. Proposition 4.5. Let g and h be positive integers and x be a non-negative integer such that g ě 2p4x 2`1 4hx`3x`1qp4x
2`1 q. Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph, H be a non-empty connected planar graph with h vertices, and pA, Bq be a separation in G of order at most x such that ||ZzA|| ď 1 and B´V pAq contains a G g -model. Then G contains an irrelevant vertex w for pure pH, Z, 2q-models.
Proof. We prove it by induction on x. If x " 0, then no pure pH, Z, 2q-models have a vertex of B´V pAq as H is connected. Thus, every vertex in B´V pAq is irrelevant, and since g ě 1, there is an irrelevant vertex in B´V pAq. Let us assume that x ě 1. Also, if ||ZzA|| " 0, then by Proposition 4.4, G contains an irrelevant vertex. So, we may assume that ||ZzA|| " 1.
Let W :" V pA X Bq and x 1 :" 2p4x 2`1 4hx`3xq. Let us assume that tZ j P Z : Z j zS ‰ Hu " tZ a u, and let Y a :" Z a zV pAq and let 
In each case, we argue that there is an irrelevant vertex.
•
2`1 4hx`3x`1qp4x
by induction hypothesis, G contains an irrelevant vertex.
by Proposition 4.4, G contains an irrelevant vertex.
• (Case 3. Y a Ď V pA 1 q and W zV pA 1 q ‰ H.) In this case, ppA´EpAXBqqYA 1 , B 1 q is a separation in G of order at most |W Y V pA 1 X B 1 q| ď 2x´1 where ||ZzpA Y A 1 q|| " 0 and B 1´V pA Y A 1 q contains a G g´p2x´1q -model. By the same reason in Case 2, G contains an irrelevant vertex. Now, we assume that B contains a pZ 1 , |W |, 2q-rooted grid model of order x 1 , say M . So, there is a model function η 1 of G x 1 for M such that for 1 ď i ď 2|W |, V pη 1 pv 1,icontains a vertex of W Y Y a and W Ď tw 1 , . . . , w 2|W | u. We choose a vertex w in V pη 1 pv x 1 ,x 1 qq. We show that w is an irrelevant vertex. To show this, it is sufficient to check that τH pG, Z, 2q ď τH pG´w, Z, 2q. Let T be a pure pH, Z, 2q-deletion set T of G´w. We claim that G contains a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set of size at most |T |. If G´T has no pure pH, Z, 2q-models, then we are done. We may assume that G´T has a pure pH, Z, 2q-model. Let T A :" T X V pAq and T B :" T X V pBq.
Let W 1 be a minimum size subset of W zT such that G´pT A Y W 1 q contains no pure pH, Z, 2q-models. Such a set exists, because ||ZzA|| " 1 and thus
is a pure pH, Z, 2q-deletion set of size at most |T |. So, we may assume that |T zV pAq| ď |W 1 |´1. We claim that G´pT Y twuq has a pure pH, Z, 2q-model, which yields a contradiction.
Claim 4.
G´pT Y twuq has a pure pH, Z, 2q-model.
Proof. Note that all vertices of W are contained in the first row of M and w is contained in the last column of M .
Observe that for every i P r|W |`1, x 1 s, the i-th column of M does not contain a vertex of W . Since w is in the last column of M , there are at most x maximal sequence of columns of M from the p|W |`1q-th column to the x 1 -th column, that have no vertices in T Y twu. Because
there is a set of 14h`3 consecutive columns of M that have no vertices in T Y W Y twu.
A similar argument holds for rows as well. So, there is there is a set of 14h`3 consecutive rows of M that have no vertices in T Y W Y twu. It implies that there exist 1 ď p ď x 1´1´p 14h`3q and x ď q ď x 1´1´p 14h`3q such that for each 1 ď i, j ď 14h`3, the pp`iq-th row and the pq`jq-th column do not contain a vertex of T Y W Y twu. We will use the grid model induced by V pη 1 pv p`i,q`j qq's for 1 ď p ď x 1´1´p 14h`3q and x ď q ď x 1´1´p 14h`3q. Let G 1 be this subgraph.
Observe that there are 2|W | vertex-disjoint paths from tw 1 , . . . , w 2|W | u to ηptv p`1,q`1 uq, . . . , ηptv p`2|W |,q`1 uq. Among them, there are at least |W || T B | paths Q 1 , . . . , Q |W |´|T B | from W zT to G 1 avoiding T Y twu. Similarly, among |W | paths starting from tw 1 , . . . , w 2|W | uzW Ď Y a , there are at least |W |´|T B | ě 1 paths from tw 1 , . . . , w 2|W | uzW to G 1 , avoiding T Y twu. Let R be the one of the latter paths. Note that R connects the set Z a and G 1 .
Let C be the set of the end vertices of paths Q 1 , . . . , Q |W |´|T B | contained in W zT , and let C 1 :" pW zT qzC. Since
In particular, this model should intersect a set in ZztZ a u. So there is a path P from Ť ZPZztZau Z to G 1 . Therefore, G 1 Y P Y R contains an pH, Z, 2q-model, which is contained in G´pT Y twuq. It contradicts our assumption that G´pT Y twuq contains no pure pH, Z, 2q-model. ♦ Therefore, τH pG, Z, 2q ď τH pG´w, Z, 2q and we conclude that w is an irrelevant vertex.
Separating a grid model from sets of Z
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we will proceed by induction on . The following proposition shows that given a sufficiently large grid-model, we can find either many disjoint pH, Z, q-models, or a separation that separates a large grid-model from most of sets in Z. The main difference from Theorem 3.1 is that here we also guarantee that when we have a latter separation, we keep having a rooted grid model with a smaller subset of Z. This will help to reduce the instance into an instance with smaller value so that one can apply the induction hypothesis. Proposition 4.6. Let g, k, h, and be positive integers with g ě 2pk p14h2 q`1qpk 2 2`1 q and let ˚: " ´1 if ě 2, and ˚: " otherwise. Every rooted graph pG, Zq having a G g -model contains either
2. a separation pA, Bq of order less than k 2 such that ||ZzA|| ă and BV pAq contains a G g´k 2 -model and also contains a pZzA, k, ||ZzA||q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q`1.
Proof. We start with finding a separation pA 0 , B 0 q in G of order less than k where ||ZzA 0 || ď ´1 and B 0´V pA 0 q contains a G g´k -model. If ||Z|| ď ´1, then the separation pH, Gq is such a separation. Suppose that ||Z|| ě . Since g ě pk p14h`2q`1qpk 2 2`1 q`k , by Theorem 3.1, G contains either such a separation pA 0 , B 0 q, or a pZ, k, q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q1
. If it has a rooted grid model, then by Lemma 3.3, G contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ˚¨G 14h , Z, q-models. Therefore, we may assume that there is a separation pA 0 , B 0 q in G of order less than k where ||ZzA 0 || ď ´1 and B 0´V pA 0 q contains a G g´k -model.
We show the following.
Claim 5. G contains a separation pA, Bq with order less than k 2 such that ||ZzA|| " 1 for some 0 ď 1 ă , and B´V pAq contains a pZzA, k, 1 q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q`1.
Proof. We recursively construct a sequence pA 0 , B 0 q, . . . , pA ´1 , B ´1 q such that for each 0 ď i ď ´1,
• pA i , B i q is a separation in G of order less than k ř 0ďjďi p ´jq, • ||ZzA i || ď p ´1q´i, and
• B i´V pA i q contains a G g´|V pAiXBiq| -model, unless the separation described in the claim exists. If there is such a sequence, then pA ´1 , B ´1 q is a separation of order less than
such that ||ZzA ´1 || " 0 and B ´1´V pA ´1 q contains a G g´k 2 -model. Since a G g´k 2 -model is a pZzA ´1 , k, 0q-rooted grid model of order at least k p14h`2q`1, pA ´1 , B ´1 q is a required separation.
Note that the sequence pA 0 , B 0 q exists. Suppose that there is a such a sequence pA 0 , B 0 q, . . . , pA t , B t q exists for some 0 ď t ă ´1. If ||ZzA t || ă p ´1q´t, then by taking pA t`1 , B t`1 q :" pA t , B t q, we have a required sequence pA 0 , B 0 q, . . . , pA t`1 , B t`1 q. Thus, we may assume that ||ZzA t || " p ´1q´t. Let Y :" ZzA t . Note that ||Y|| " p ´1q´t. By Theorem 3.1, B t contains either
(1) a separation pC, Dq of order less than kp|Y|´||YzC||q where ||YzC|| ď |Y|´1 and D´V pCq contains a G g´|V pAtXBtq|´|V pCXDq| -model, or (2) a pY, k, |Y|q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q`1.
If it has the latter rooted grid model, then pA t , B t q is a required separation where 1 " t and ZzA t " Y.
Assume that we have a separation pC, Dq described in (1) . Let A t`1 :" A t Y C and B t`1 :" D. Observe that pA t`1 , B t`1 q is a separation in G such that
• ||ZzA t`1 || ď ||Y||´1 " ´1´pt`1q, and
Since |V pC X Dq| ă k||Y|| " kp ´1´tq, |V pA t X B t q|`kp ´1´tq ă k ř 0ďjďt`1 p ´jq, as required. ♦
We conclude that G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ˚¨G 14h , Z, qmodels, or a separation pA, Bq with order less than k p `1q 2 such that ||ZzA|| " 1 for some 0 ď 1 ă and B´V pAq contains a pZzA, k, 1 q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q`1.
Lemma 4.7. Let be a positive integer. Let pG, Zq be a rooted graph such that there is a separation pA, Bq in G such that ||ZzA|| " 1 for some 1 ď 1 ă . Let Z 1 be the multiset of all sets X in Z where X Ď V pAq. If T is a pure pH,
Proof. Suppose that G´pT Y V pA X Bqq has a pure pH, Z, q-model F . Since |ZzA| "
1 , F X pA´V pBqq should meet at least ´ 1 sets of Z 1 . It means that F X pA´V pBqq is a pure pH, Z 1 , ´ 1 q-model. Since T meets all such models, it contradicts our assumption. We conclude that G´pT Y V pA X Bqq has no pH, Z, q-models. Now, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We recall that κ is the function in the Grid Minor Theorem. For a positive integer and a non-empty planar graph H with ccpHq ě ´1 and h " V pHq, we define that
Note that g H, pkq ě 2p14hx`2x`1qpx 2`1 q, the function defined in Proposition 4.6. We will use the fact that G 14h contains a H-model.
We prove the statement by induction on `ccpHq. We first show for two base cases.
• (Case 1-1. " 1)
From G, we obtain a graph G 1 of tree-width at most κpgq such that τH pG, Z, q " τH pG 1 , Z, q, unless G contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, 1q-models. If G has tree-width at most κpgq, then we assign G 1 :" G. Suppose G has tree-width larger than κpgq. By Theorem 2.1, G contains a G g -model.
So, by Proposition 4.6, G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, 1q-models, or a separation pA, Bq with order less than x such that ||ZzA|| " 0 and B´V pAq contains a G g´x -model. We may assume that we have the latter separation pA, Bq. Then, since g´x ě px 2`1 4hx`2x`1qpx
by Proposition 4.4, there exists an irrelevant vertex v for pure pH, Z, 1q-models in G.
By recursively finding an irrelevant vertex until the resulting graph has no G g -models, we can eventually output either k vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, 1q-models or a graph G 1 of tree-width at most κpgq where τH pG, Z, q " τH pG 1 , Z, q. When we have the graph G 1 , by Proposition 4.3, G 1 contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models or a pH, Z, q-deletion set of size at most pκpgq`1qph 2´h`1 qpk´1q. Thus, we conclude that τH pG, Z, q " τH pG 1 , Z, q ď pκpgq`1qph 2´h`1 qpk´1q " f 1 H, pkq.
• (Case 1-2. " 2 and ccpHq " 1.) This case is almost same as Case 1, but we use Proposition 4.5 instead of Proposition 4.4 to find an irrelevant vertex. This is possible because g´x ě 2p4x 2`1 4hx`3x`1qp4x 2`1 q.
Now we assume that ě 2 and ccpHq ě 2 if " 2. We may assume that G has tree-width at least κpgq, otherwise we can apply Proposition 4.3. Now, we reduce the given instance in two ways; either reduce its tree-width or the parameter . By Theorem 2.1, G contains a G g -model. Suppose that G is a minimal counterexample where the theorem does not hold.
By Proposition 4.6, G contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, qmodels, or a separation pA, Bq with order less than x such that
• ||ZzA|| " 1 ă and B´V pAq contains a G g´x -model and a pZzA, k, |ZzA|q-rooted grid model of order k p14h`2q`1.
We may assume that we have the latter separation. Let Z 1 be the multiset of all sets X in Z where X Ď V pAq.
We observe the following.
• If 1 " 0, then there is an irrelevant vertex v by Proposition 4.4.
• If 1 " 1 and " 2, then there is an irrelevant vertex v by Proposition 4.5.
Thus, in these cases, G´v satisfies the theorem because G is chosen as a minimal counterexample. But then G also satisfies the theorem as τH pG, Z, q " τH pG´v, Z, q. Thus, we can assume that 1 ě 1 and ě 3 if 1 " 1. We will argue that in the remaining part, one can reduce the instance into A´V pBq with the parameter ´ 1 . Recall that ccpHq ě ´1. We divide into two cases depending on ccpHq ě or not. 1 q-model is the image of at most ´ So, we may assume that F´V pAq ‰ H. In this case, since If G has k pairwise vertex-disjoint p ˚¨G 14h , Z, q-models, then by Lemma 3.3, it has k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models. Thus, we may assume that we have the latter separation. If 1 ě 1, then we do a procedure similar to the proof in Theorem 4.1. But, when 1 " 0 there was an irrelevant vertex argument for pure models. That argument cannot be extended to usual models. Instead, we can reduce the instance into an instance of packing and covering k pairwise disjoint pure pH, Z, q-models in A´V pBq.
• (Case 1.
1 " 0.) We apply Theorem 4.1 to the instance pA´V pBq, Z, , kq for pure pH, Z, qmodels. Then A´V pBq contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, q-models, or a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set T of size at most f 1 H, pkq. Suppose that A´V pBq has k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z, qmodels. Note that among those models, some of them is the image of H itself, and some is not the image of H. Since g´x ě 14hk, B´V pAq contains k vertex-disjoint G 14h -models. So, for those pure models in A´V pBq that are not the images of H, we can complete them into pH, Z, q-models, using G 14h -models in B´V pAq. Therefore, G has k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, q-models. On the other hand, if we have a pure pH, Z, q-deletion set T , then Gṕ T Y V pA X Bqq has no pH, Z, q-models. This is because every pH, Z, qmodel in G´V pA X Bq contains a pure pH, Z, q-model in A´V pBq (by collecting only components hitting sets of Z). Since
we have a required set. Now, we assume that 1 ě 1. Let Z 1 be the multiset of all sets X in Z where X Ď V pAq. We follow a similar procedure in Theorem 4.1. We divide cases depending on whether ccpHq ě or not.
• (Case 2-1. ccpHq ě .)
Since B´V pAq contains a pZzA, k, 1 q-rooted grid model of order k p14h2 q`1, by Lemma 3.3, B´V pAq contains k pairwise vertex-disjoint p 1G 14h , ZzA, 1 q-models.
We apply Theorem 4.1 to the instance pA´V pBq, Z 1 , ´ 1 , kq. Then A´V pBq contains either k pairwise vertex-disjoint pure pH, Z 1 , ´ 1 qmodels, or a pure pH, Z 1 , ´ 1 q-deletion set T of size at most f 1 H, ´ 1 pkq. In the former case, we can obtain k pairwise vertex-disjoint pH, Z, qmodels in G using the k pairwise vertex-disjoint p 1¨G 14h , Z 1 , 1 q-models in B´V pAq. For the latter case, G´pT Y V pA X Bqq has no pH, Z, q-models where |T Y V pA X Bq| ď f 1 H, ´ 1 pkq`k 2 ď f H, pkq.
• (Case 2-2. ccpHq ď ´1.) If 1 ě 2, then we can obtain the same result as in Case 2-1, because
Figure 4: The construction for showing that pH, Z, q-models have no Erdős-Pósa property when the number of connected components of H is at most ´2. This is an example when " 8 and ccpHq " 5.
It implies that the function for the Erdős-Pósa property does not exist for k " 2. Let H 1 , . . . , H t be the connected components of H. Note that ´t ě 2 by the assumption. Let G be the disjoint union of G p ´t`2qn , say G 1 , and t´1 copies of G n , say G 2 , . . . , G t . For each 1 ď k ď t, we denote by v k i,j for the copy of v i,j in G k . For each 1 ď j ď ´t`1, let Z j :" tv 1 1,i : npj´1q`1 ď i ď nju. Also, for each ´t`2 ď j ď , let Z j :" tv j´ `t 1,i : 1 ď i ď nu. Since ´t`1 ě 3, G 1 contains at least 3 sets of Z. We will determine n later. We depict this construction in Figure 4 .
It is clear that if n ě 14h, then G contains one pH, Z, q-model because each G i contains a G 14h subgraph, and thus contains a H i -model, and we can take a path from each set of Z to the constructed connected component of H in G i . We observe that there are no two pH, Z, q-models. Let F 1 , F 2 be pH, Z, q-models. For each F i , since H consists of exactly t connected components, each G i should contain the image of one connected component of H. Especially, F i X G 1 is the image of one connected component of H which meets all sets of Z contained in G 1 . However, since F 1 X G 1 and F 2 X G 1 are connected, they should intersect. Now we claim that if n ě p14h`x`1qpx`1q`x`1 and S is a vertex set of size at most x in G, then G´S contains an pH, Z, q-model. Suppose that n ě p14h`x`1qpx`1q`x`1 and S is a vertex set of size at most x in G.
Let us fix 2 ď j ď t. Then there exists 1 ď p j ď n´px`1q and 0 ď q j ď n´px`1q such that v j pj`a,qj`b R S for all 1 ď a, b ď 14h`x`1. Let F j be the subgraph of G j induced by the vertex set tv j pj`a,qj`b : 1 ď a, b ď x`1u. Clearly there are x`1 pairwise vertex-disjoint paths from Z j`p ´tq to tv j pj`1,qj`b : 1 ď b ď x`1u and there is at least one path that does not meet S. Since F j contains an H j -model, G j´S contains an H j -model having a vertex of Z j`p ´tq .
Similarly, in G 1 , there exists 1 ď p 1 ď n´px`1q and p ´t`1qn ď q 1 ď p t`1 qn`n´px`1q such that v j pj`a,qj`b R S for all 1 ď a, b ď 14h`x`1. Let F 1 be the subgraph of G 1 induced by the vertex set tv 1 p1`a,q1`b : 1 ď a, b ď x`1u. It is not hard to observe that there are x`1 pairwise vertex-disjoint paths from tv 1 p1`a,q1`1 : 1 ď a ď x`1u to each Z i for 1 ď i ď ´t`1. Therefore, G 1´S contains an H 1 -model having a vertex of Z i for 1 ď i ď ´t`1. We conclude that G´S has an pH, Z, q-model, as required.
Conclusion
In this paper, we show that the class of pH, Z, q-models has the Erdős-Pósa property if and only if H is planar and ccpHq ě ´1. Among all the interesting results on the Erdős-Pósa property, some objects that intersect sets among given vertex sets have not much studied. For our result, we do not restrict an H-model to a minimal subgraph containing H-minor. What if we consider minimal H-models or H-subdivisions? Then it may be difficult to have such a nice characterization. As a first step to study these families, we pose one specific problem:
• Does the set of cycles intersecting at least two sets among given sets Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z m in a graph G have the Erdős-Pósa property?
